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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we give a formula which calculates certain of Lusztig’s q-analogs 
of weight multiplicity [7] and hence certain Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials for 
the affine Weyl group of a semisimple, simply connected algebraic group G over 
@. It does so recursively with respect to the standard partial ordering on the 
character module of a maximal torus of G. 
Fix a maximal torus T of G, and denote by X* = X*(T) and X, = X,(T) the 
character and co-character modules of T, respectively. Furthermore, let ( , ) : 
X * x X, + Z denote the standard bilinear pairing between X * and X,. Denote 
by @ the set of roots of T and by W the corresponding Weyl group. Choose a 
subset @+ c @ of positive roots. Corresponding to @+, we have a set X’ c X* 
of dominant characters and a partial ordering < on X *. We denote the element 
IC&? + (Y of X * by p. Similarly, we define p” in X,(T) by i C, EIP+ o”, where 
(Y” is the coroot corresponding to the root a. Let A be the submodule of X * 
generated by @. Denote by War the affine Weyl group A M W and by w,r the 
extended affine Weyl group X * M W. 
Let Z[X “1 [[q]] be the ring of power series in q over the group ring Z[X ‘I. De- 
fine the polynomial P(A) in Z[q] by the equation 
C p(444 = II+ (1 - e(a)q)-’ 
XEX* 
in Z[X*][[q]]. Then for p in X’, X E X+, Lusztig defined a q-analog of weight 
multiplicity Mf by 
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where E(O) is the determinant of 0 acting on X*. We observe that Mf( 1) = m,,x 
gives Kostant’s expression for the dimension of the p-weight space of the irre- 
ducible representation VA of G of highest weight X. We also note that 
M!(q) # 0 if and only if X > p. For X, ,u E X+, X > ,u, define P,,x(q) = 
q(‘-~@“)M(q-‘). Then Pp,x(q) is in Z[q] since the character X - ~1 is a sum of 
roots and a(x + p) - (p + p) < X - p. Also P,,x(l) = m,,x. 
For X E X+ let WA be the element of l@,r of maximal length in the double 
coset WA W. If p 2 X in X + then wP 2 M’X under the Bruhat ordering on @ 
corresponding to Q, . + Thus, we may consider the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial 
Pw,,.w,(q) (see [51, Fl) for W. df associated to wfi and WA. Lusztig ([7]) proved that 
such Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials arise as matrix coefficients of the inverse of 
the Satake transform. Lusztig then conjectured and Kato ([4, Theorem 1.81) 
later proved in general that Pfi,x = P,p,wA. The polynomials Pp,x can be shown 
to have non-negative coefficients and to be of degree strictly less than 
(X - p, p”) by the general theory of Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials ([7]). 
We will derive a formula which computes certain MI (and hence certain 
P,,x) recursively, avoiding the summation over W which appears in the q-ana- 
log of Kostant’s formula since the size of W grows rather quickly as the rank of 
G increases. Let us first consider the case q = 1. 
For X in X+, ,Q 5 X, there is a well-known recursive formula for the multi- 
plicity m,,x = MI(l) of the weight p in the representation I’,+ due to Freu- 
denthal. Let ( , ) be an inner product on X* which is W-invariant and let 
ll~ll = (P~P)“~ for P in X”. Freudenthal’s multiplicity formula states that for 
any p, X in X* 
(1) (IIX + PII - IIP + PII m,.x = 2 C C (a, I-L + ia)m,+id. 
aEI+ i> 1 
Note that the formula yields m,,x as a linear combination of the (finitely many 
non-zero) m,,x with v > ,u. The q-analog of this formula is the following. 
Proposition 1.1. Suppose p E X *,A E X+. Then, 
(IP + PII 2 - IIP + PII 2)-%‘(d 
= 2,X+ ,FI (a> P + ~4q’M~+‘“bd 
I_ 
+ C C C (a,P)qi+iM;+ia+jp(q). 
CU$E@+ i2 1 .i20 
a#0 
In case p, X E X+, if one substitutes q-’ for q and then q(~-x@“)P,,x(q) for 
Mf(q-‘) one obtains the analogous result for Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. 
Corollary 1.2. Suppose p, X E X+. Then, 
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+ c c c (a, p)qi(b~p”) - l)+j((P,~“)-1)~~+~~+~~,~(~). 
a#/3 i>lj>O 
Note that if one sets q = 1 in either formula, then the first term on the right 
becomes the right side of (1) while the second term on the right becomes a sum 
over pairs of distinct positive roots which, in agreement with Freudenthal’s 
formula, can be shown to vanish by simple computations involving the various 
root systems of rank 2. 
Remark. The formula in Proposition 1.1 computes the polynomials M;(q) in 
essentially the same fashion that Freudenthal’s formula computes the weight 
multiplicities m,,x = Mf( 1). However the q-analog is applicable in fewer cases 
due to the following. When X and p satisfy IIX + pII = 11~ + p/l, both formulae 
yield no information. This is not a problem when one wishes merely to compute 
weight multiplicities since this condition on X and p implies that either X = I_L or 
]]X]l < IILL]]. In the former case, one knows that mP,x = 1, and in the latter, 
m,,x = 0, by the representation theory of algebraic groups. 
Now M;(q) is also always equal to 1. However, for b < X, M!(q) is not 
necessarily equal to 0 when ]lX]] < ]]pll. Of course, if p and X are dominant, then 
1141 < IIPII . Pl im ies that p $ X, so that in this instance, we can deduce that 
M:(q) = 0. However, even when one restricts one’s attention to the MC(q) for 
p, X in X+ (the M:(q) relevant to the Satake isomorphism are of this type), it is 
likely that one would still have to compute certain M,“(q) for v not in X+ be- 
cause of the nature of the recursion. It is therefore possible that in order to 
compute M:(q) with the formula one may need to determine a polynomial 
M,V(q) about which the q-analog yields no information. For example, Mz is 
almost never computable using this q-analog alone. But as long as there are no 
characters Y (outside of X+) such that p < v < X and ]IX + p]I = 11~ +p]I (as is 
the case, for example, when X, p E X+ and X is sufficiently close to p in relation 
to its distance from the boundary of the Weyl chamber corresponding to X’), 
recursive applications of the formula will explicitly yield M:(q). 
For p and X as in the above paragraph our q-analog of Freudenthal’s formula 
is in general more practical than the q-analog of Kostant’s formula. Also, for 
computing the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials corresponding to such I_L and X 
our formula is more efficient than the recursive formula with respect to the 
Bruhat ordering on Waf, which typically involves summation over a large 
number of elements of Waf. It should nevertheless be noted that Broer’s itera- 
tive method of calculating Lusztig’s q-analogs in [l, $41 involves fewer compu- 
tations than this formula and is applicable in all cases. Broer’s method was 
implemented in a computer program by Stembridge using his Maple packages 
coxeter and weyZ[8]. 
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2. PROOF OF THE FORMULA 
The proof of Proposition 1.1 will follow along the lines of the standard deriva- 
tion of Freudenthal’s formula from Kostant’s (see [2,925.2]), employing formal 
power series in Z[X*][[q]] . W e will denote the standard basis elements of Z[X*] 
over Z by e(p) (p in X*). 
Fix the character X in X+ and form the sum 
Setting v = a(x + p) - (p + p), we see that C(q) factors as 
= ( c~wE(u’e(g(X + ‘)I ’ naGI+ (1 _ qe(-a)) ) e(b) 
where the last equality follows from the definition of P. Let M(q) be the first 
factor in (2) and N(q) = e(p) naEI+ (1 - qe(-a)) the inverse of the second 
factor so that M(q) = N(q)C(q). 
Let 
be the map defined by 
for p in X*. As in [2, $25.21, we will apply this operator to M(q) and N(q)C(q), 
and equating the resulting elements of Z[X*][[q]] will yield the desired q-analog 
of Freudenthal’s formula. 
It is clear that 
(3) n (M(q)) = IV + Pl12%l) =IIX + Pl12ww 
as ( , ) is Weyl-invariant. We now turn our attention to calculating the term 
A(N(q)C(q)). Our first step will be to give a formula for the effect of n on a 
product of elements of Z[q’/2, q-1/2]((X*)). 
We define 
by the formula 
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Also we define a bilinear pairing on X* 8 Z[X*] [[q]] taking values in z[x*] [[q]] 
(also denoted by ( , ) ) by 
(XI @ee(MM’, A2 @e(p2)qiZ) = (X1,A2)e(p1 +p2)qilfi2. 
Then iff,g E Z[X*][[q]] we have (see [2, 25.181) 
(4) a (fg) = UOg + 2(VU-), v(g)) +f A (8). 
Furthermore, ~7 satisfies Leibnitz’s rule, namely 
o(“m = om +f v (ET). 
We now apply (4) to N(q)C(q). We find 
A(N(q)C(q)) =n(N(q))C(q)+2(~(N(q)), V(C(q)))+N(q) n (C(q)). 
This, together with (3) implies that 
(5) 
IIX + Pl12C(q) - A(C(q)) 
= 2J%P(V(%)), v(C(q))) + N(q)-’ n GVq))C(q). 
Clearly, A(C(q)) = CpExs 11pl12Mf(q)e(p). We must now compute the two 
terms on the right of (5). 
First let us define for 5’ c @+ 
Qs = I& (1 - 44-d). 
Note that N(q) = e(p) Qo and Q;’ Qs = n,, s (1 - qe( -y))-‘. Then using the 
generalization to multiple factors of the Leibnitz rule for v, we compute the 
first of the two terms on the right of (5) 
2N(q)-‘(V(%))> v(C(q))) 
= 2e(-p)Q;‘. 
(6) 
+ 2,2+ ,Fx* (a, ~u)Wi‘(q)e(p - a)(1 - d-a))-’ 
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For the second term on the right of (5), we require the generalization of (4) to n 
factors 
Applying this formula to N(g)-’ n (N(q))C(q) yields 
e(-dQt’C(d Il~ll~e(~)Qe + E+ e(d( - l1412d-4)Q~a~ [ 
+ 2,g+ (v(e(P))~ V(1 - qe(-a)))QIa, 
+cyFBe(p) (77 (l- P-a)), V (1 - d-8)) Q,.,,,] 
Computing the action of v, we obtain 
Ibl12W - WE+ 1141244-4 (1 - s+W’ 
+ 24-P)C(q)a~+ (p @ e(p), a 8 44-a)) (1 - 44-a))-’ 
+ C(q)aTo (a @ v-a), P @ 4e(-P))(l - qe(-a))-‘(l - 4+P))-’ 
= Ibl12C(q) - C(q) C C l1412q(‘+1)+(~  lb) uEI+ i>o 
+ 2C(Y)ag+ i,Eo b, aM’+‘)e(-(j + lb) 
+ c(da,xo x0 (a, PI4 U+l)+(j+')e(-(j+ l)a _ Q+ I),@ 
Substituting the definition of C(q) into this last expression and shifting the 
summations over i, j, and p appropriately, we obtain that N(q)-’ A (N(q))C(q) 
equals 
(7) + C C C (2~,ak’M~+‘“(q)e(~L) 
pEX* aE@+ i>l 
+ C 1 C (~,P)qi+jM~““‘ja(q)e(~). 
flEX’ a#0 i.j> 1 
Now we insert (6), (7) and the expression for A(C(q)) into (5), equate the coef- 
ficients of e(p) for each p in X *, and group the terms containing Mf on the left. 
We obtain that for every p in X * 
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(IF+ + pII2 - 11~11~ - 11~11~ - Gh d)Mf(q) 
= - C C (a,a)q’M;+ia(q) 
LYE@+ i>l 
+ C C (~~,~)q’M~+~~(4) 
cyE@+ i> 1 (8) 
+ C C (a,P)qi+iM;+ia+jB(q) 
(Y # 0 i..i L 1 
+2 c c (a,p++i(~)q~Mf+~~(q). 
aE@+ i> 1 _ 
Since 2p = CfiEI+ P, the sum of the first two terms on the right of (8) equals 
C C (2~ - 0, 4qiM;+‘“(q) 
uEI+ i> 1 
Also, we have 
IIP + PII = llPl12 + II/II2 + PP> PI 
so the coefficient in front of M!(q) is 
IIX + PII2 - IIP + Pl12. 
Using these facts, (8) simplifies as 
(IP + pII2 - llcl + t412)M%d 
= X0 iFl (a> P)q’M;+‘“kd 
+ c c (cxrP)qi+~Mf+i’k+~B(q) 
a #B iJ 2 1 
+2 c c (a,p+ia)q’M;+‘“(q) 
NE@+ i> 1 
-t2 c c (a,p+ic~)q’M~+l’~(q). 
NE@+ i>l 
This proves Proposition 1.1 
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